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ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES FOR INTERPOLATION AND CONSTRAINEDAPPROXIMATION IN H2 BY DIAGONALIZATION OF TOEPLITZ OPERATORSLaurent Baratchart, Jos�e Grimm, Juliette Leblond, Jonathan R. PartingtonSharp convergence rates are provided for interpolation and approximation schemes in the Hardyspace H2 that use band-limited data. By means of new explicit formulae for the spectral decomposition ofcertain Toeplitz operators, sharp estimates for Carleman and Krein{Nudel'man approximation schemes arederived. In addition, pointwise convergence results are obtained. An illustrative example based on experi-mental data from a hyperfrequency �lter is provided.1 NotationLet T denote the unit circle and D the open unit disk. We write T= I [ J , the union of two disjointarcs, say one of which is open for de�niteness. Without loss of generality, we can take I = (e�ia; eia) andJ = [eia; ei(2��a)], where 0 < a < �.For an interval E � Tor E � R and 1 � p � 1, we denote by Lp(E) the familiar Lebesguespace and by k:kLp(E) the corresponding norm; the symbol ( ; )L2(E) indicates the scalar product in L2(E).The Sobolev space W1;p(E) consists of functions in Lp(E) having a derivative in the distributional sensethat belongs to Lp(E); since E is 1-dimensional in our case, a function belongs to W1;p(E) if, and onlyif, it coincides a.e. on E with some absolutely continuous function whose derivative lies in Lp(E) (see, forexample, [11, thm VIII.2]). When k is an integer strictly greater than 1, the space Wk;p(E) is de�nedinductively to consist of functions in Lp(E) whose distributional derivative lies in Wk�1;p(E). Whenever fis de�ned on some open subset of T, we let f 0 be its ordinary derivative with respect to �. More generallythe superscript 0 denotes the derivative for functions of a real variable.We designate by H2 the Hardy space with exponent 2 of the unit disk, consisting of functions inL2(T) whose Fourier coe�cients of strictly negative index do vanish. Such functions have a Poisson extensionin D which is not just harmonic but in fact holomorphic, and one recovers the function from its extension bytaking non-tangential limits a.e. onT(see e.g. [15, 22, 23]). For that reason, with a slight abuse of notation,we regard H2 both as a subset of L2(T) and as a Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on D .It is well-known that log jgj belongs to L1(T) whenever g lies in H2 and g is not the zero function.This entails that an H2-function is uniquely de�ned by the values it assumes on a subset of Tof positive



Lebesgue measure. Conversely, whenever m 2 L2(T) is a positive function such that logm 2 L1(T), thefunction  (z) = exp � 12� ZTeit + zeit � z logm(t) dt� ; z 2 D (1)lies in H2 and is called the (normalized) outer function associated with m [15, 22, 23]; here, and elsewhere,for � � T, the notation R� indicates that we integrate over those t with eit 2 �. Granted the normalizationcondition  (0) > 0, the outer function associated with m is characterized by two facts, namely:(i) j j = m a.e. on T,(ii) among H2-functions that satisfy (i),  is largest-in-modulus pointwise on D .Intuitively, outer functions should be regarded as those Hardy functions having a well-de�ned logarithm onT. For E � T, we write H2jE to mean the space of traces on E of H2 functions. More generally, thesubscript jE indicates restriction to E.We denote by �H20 the orthogonal complement of H2 in L2(T), consisting of functions whoseFourier coe�cients of non-negative index vanish. Subsequently, we let PH2 : L2(T)! H2 be the orthogonalprojection, and � : H2 ! H2 (2)g 7! PH2(�Jg) (3)be the Toeplitz operator with symbol �J , the characteristic function of J . Since(�g; h)L2(T) = (PH2(�Jg); h)L2(T) = (�Jg; h)L2(T) = (g; h)L2(J); g; h 2 H2;it is clear that � is a strictly positive self-adjoint operator; in fact, it has no point spectrum and its spectrumis [0; 1] (see [22]).The Landau notations big O and little o will be given their standard meaning for comparison offunctions, namely f = O(g) as x ! x0 means that lim supx!x0 jf(x)=g(x)j < 1 and f = o(g) as x ! x0means that limx!x0 f(x)=g(x) = 0. The notation f ' g as x! x0 will be used to express the property thatlimx!x0 f(x)=g(x) = 1.2 IntroductionIn [2, 6, 8, 17, 24], a family of bounded extremal problems was studied that generalizes classical dual ex-tremal problems in Hp to the case where the approximation is sought on a proper subset of T. Existenceand uniqueness results are available there, together with a characterization of solutions leading to convergentnumerical algorithms. In this paper, we shall be concerned exclusively with p = 2, in which case the boundedextremal problem in question can be stated as follows:(BEP) given f 2 L2(I), 	 2 L2(J), and M > 0, �nd g = g	 2 H2 to minimize kf � gkL2(I) under theconstraint k	� gkL2(J) �M .



This question was originally considered in [17] when f = 0, in [2] when 	 = 0, and generallyin [6] where the connection to Carleman's interpolation formulas [3, 21] was also stressed. An extension tomore abstract function spaces has been carried out in [19]. We refer to [13] for a recent survey of this andrelated approximation problems.Apart from their theoretical interest, such problems have several physical motivations. For ex-ample, they occur in signal deconvolution and linear systems identi�cation from partial frequency-responsemeasurements [2, 8, 16, 20], as well as in the study of inverse 2-D Dirichlet{Neumann problems such asthose occurring in fault detection [7]. More generally, the question of approximating a function on an arcby one which is analytic in a prescribed region of the plane arises in many inverse problems involving 1-DFourier transforms or 2-D Laplacians. Typically, one could regard f as the measured or designed behaviouron I of some H2-function, 	 as a reference behaviour for that function on J , and M as a tolerance on theunmodelled energy one is willing to allow o� I in order to have a better �t on I between the data f and themodel g	. In [2, 6, 19], it is established that there always exists a unique solution g	 to (BEP); moreoverk	� g	kL2(J) = M , unless f is the trace on I of some H2-function h such that kh�	kL2(J) < M in whichcase g	 = h of course. In the present paper, we study the decrease of kf � g	kL2(I) relative to the increaseof M . We shall distinguish according whether f =2 H2jI or f 2 H2jI , the two situations being closely relatedbut quite di�erent in character.Approximation: When f =2 H2jI , we refer to (BEP) as the approximation problem. Under this assumptionkf � g	kL2(I) goes to zero if, and only if M goes to in�nity; this follows easily from the density ofH2jI in L2(I) and the weak-compactness of balls in H2 [2]. In this case it can be proved (see [6]) thatk	�g	kL2(J) = M so that, by uniqueness of the solution, kf�g	kL2(I) is a strictly decreasing functionof M for �xed f and 	, that may as well be inverted to regard M as strictly decreasing function ofkf � g	kL2(I). The approximation problem is the one encountered in practice. Indeed, if one thinksagain of f as the result of certain measurements or computations to represent an H2-function on I,the unavoidable experimental or numerical errors will prevent f from ever being exactly the trace ofan H2-function. Therefore the modelling error kf � g	kL2(I) may become small only if M goes large,and a trade-o� has to be made in which the increase of M relative to the decrease of kf � g	kL2(I)plays a central role that motivates the present study.Speci�cally, letting for simplicity e = kf � g	k2L2(I) denote the approximation error, we shall obtainasymptotic formulas for M as a function of e when the latter goes to zero, that are essentially sharpwith respect to some Sobolev-type assumptions for f on I (cf. Corollaries 4.5 and 4.6). We alsotreat the situation where f is a meromorphic function in the disk of the form h=q with h 2 H2 andq a trigonometric polynomial. This is a case where f is ultra-smooth, not only on I but also ina 2-dimensional neighborhood of it, and a very important one in practice since it comprises rationalfunctions, in particular trigonometric polynomials. In this connection, it is signi�cant that the increaseof M is much slower than before. As a byproduct of the analysis, we also get that g	(�) convergespointwise a.e. on I to f when f has absolutely continuous derivative. Upper estimates of this kindwere obtained previously in [5], but they were rather pessimistic in view of Theorem 4.3.Interpolation: When f 2 H2jI , we refer to (BEP) as the interpolation problem. In this case, for simplicity, weallow ourselves a slight abuse of notation in that we will continue to denote by f theH2-function de�nedon the whole of T. With this convention, kf � g	kL2(I) decreases strictly to zero as M increases to



kf�	kL2(J) and vanishes identically forM � kf�	kL2(J); this is again a straightforward consequenceof the weak-compactness of balls in H2. From a constructive point of view, the interpolation problemis not so interesting since the slightest error in the numerical representation of f on I will destroyits analytic character and bring us back to an approximation problem whose answer will dependon 	 and M in a crucial manner. This is but one way of regarding the classical ill-posedness ofrecovering analytic functions from incomplete boundary data [18]. However, the interpolation problemis interesting from a mathematical viewpoint because the set of solutions for M < kf � 	kL2(J)coincides with an approximating family introduced in [21] which is itself an outgrowth of classicalrecovery schemes dating back to Carleman [3]. This connection, noted in [6], is perhaps unexpectedsince [21] is not concerned with optimality properties of the family in question. Our contribution herewill be to show that kf �g	kL2(I) tends to zero exponentially fast as M increases to kf �	kL2(J), andsubsequently that g	 converges to f pointwise a.e. on T if f has an absolutely continuous derivativethere. Because g	 was merely known to converge in H2 so far, this yields a new piece of informationon a rather old interpolation scheme.The present paper dwells on the fact that the solution to (BEP) can be expressed in terms of areal parameter � 2 (�1;+1) playing the role of a Lagrange multiplier, cf. [2, 6, 19]. More precisely, if welet ~f = � f on I0 on J ; ~	 = � 0 on I	 on J ; (4)and if f is not the trace on I of a H2-function (again denoted by f) such that kf � 	kL2(J) < M , then thesolution g	 to (BEP) assumes the formg	 = g	(�) = (1 + ��)�1PH2 � ~f + (1 + �) ~	� (5)where � is the Toeplitz operator de�ned in (2) and � 2 (�1;+1) is some real number such that k	 �g	(�)kL2(J) = M . Although � does not appear in the statement of the problem, (BEP) is most convenientlystudied if we use (5) to de�ne g	(�) as a function of � 2 (�1;+1), and if we introducee	(�) = kf � g	(�)k2L2(I); M	(�) = k	 � g	(�)kL2(J):The �rst technical observation to be made is that e	(�) and M2	(�) are real analytic functions of�. For instance, if we writeM2	(�) = k	k2L2(J) � 2Ren�g	(�); ~	�L2(T)o+ (�Jg	(�); g	(�))L2(T)= k	k2L2(J) � 2Ren�g	(�); PH2( ~	)�L2(T)o+ (�g	(�); g	(�))L2(T);the real analytic character of M2	(�) follows at once from (5) and the spectral theorem as applied to �; asimilar argument works for e	(�) if one takes into account the elementary identityPH2 (�Ig) = (1� �) g; g 2 H2: (6)Note also that neither M	 nor e	 can be the constant function except if ~f + ~	 2 H2, for we saw thatkf � g	kL2(I) strictly decreases as M increases while g	 = g	(�) for some � 2 (0;+1) by (5), unlessf 2 H2jI and M � kf �	kL2(J).



Assuming that ~f + ~	 =2 H2, our second observation is that e(�) strictly increases with � andthat M2	(�) strictly decreases. To see this, suppose that �1 and �2 are two unequal parameters such thatg	(�1) = g	(�2) = g	, say. Then (1 + �j�)g	 = PH2 � ~f + (1 + �j) ~	� for j = 1, 2, so on subtracting weobtain (�1 � �2)�g	 = PH2((�1 � �2) ~	). Thus PH2(�Jg	 � ~	) = 0. Since a nonzero anti-analytic functioncannot vanish on a set of positive measure, this implies that g	 = 	 on J , and so M = 0. Otherwise, theuniqueness of the solution for each M implies that e	(�) and M2	(�) are strictly monotonic functions of �.The strict monotonicity that we just observed implies, if f is not the trace on I of a H2-functionsuch that kf �	kL2(J) < M , that � in (5) is uniquely determined by the requirement that M	(�) = M . Ofcourse the correct guess for � is not known a priori, and the constructive approach to (BEP) proposed in[2] relies on iterative applications of (5) where the Lagrange multiplier is adjusted according to a dichotomyprocedure that makes it converge to the right value. The situation when f 2 H2 satis�es kf �	kL2(J) < M ,which was left out of consideration, can be recaptured by letting � = �1 in (5), for (6) shows that PH2( ~f ) =(1� �)f and setting � = �1 in (5) yields then g	 = f which is indeed the solution to (BEP) in this case.To recap, given � > �1 we know that g	(�) is the solution to (BEP) corresponding toM = M (�),and also that e1=2	 (�) is the value of the problem. If f =2 H2jI , every instance of (BEP) gets associated in thismanner to some unique value of �. If f 2 H2jI , only those instances of (BEP) such that M < k	 � fkL2(J)can be recast in this fashion while the remaining ones are recovered in the limiting case � = �1. However,we shall no longer be concerned with (BEP) in the trivial case where f 2 H2jI and M � k	� fkL2(J), so theparametrization of solutions in terms of � 2 (�1;+1) is well-adapted to our needs. In any case, we havethat lim�!�1+ e	(�) = 0: (7)If we are considering the approximation problem, that is to say if f =2 H2jI , then it also holds thatlim�!�1+M	(�) = +1: (8)If we are considering the interpolation problem, in other words if f is the trace on I of an H2-function (stilldenoted by f), then lim�!�1+M	(�) = kf �	kL2(J): (9)The general approach we take to the asymptotic analysis of the approximation problem is toestimate the rate of convergence in (7) and (8) and then eliminate � to obtain an inequality betweenkf � g	kL2(I) and M . When dealing with the interpolation problem, we estimate the rate of convergencein (7) and (9) in a similar manner, but then take advantage of a singular integral representation of g	of Carleman type, where � is naturally connected to the exponent of the kernel, in order to establish theconvergence properties that we seek.Let us stress once again that the approximation problem may be regarded as a substitute forinterpolation in practical situations, that allows one to discriminate rather e�ciently between close-to-analytic data and far-from-analytic ones. This way (BEP) can be used as a tool in modelling practice, andwe shall examplify this on real data from a hyperfrequency �lter provided to the authors by the FrenchNational Space Agency (CNES-Toulouse) and processed using the software Hyperion developed at INRIA-Sophia. In fact, the need for solving such problems in harmonic identi�cation originally motivated thepresent investigations.Also, the function 	 in (BEP) provides some exibility in applications, but plays no signi�cant



role in the analysis to come. In fact, results will be proved �rst when 	 = 0, and then carried over over to	 6= 0 via the formula: g	(�) = g0(�) + (1 + �) (1 + ��)�1 PH2 ~	 (10)which is an immediate consequence of (5). For that reason, we will often drop the subscript 0 and writee(�) = e0(�) = kf � g0(�)k2L2(I) ;M (�) =M0(�) = kg0(�)kL2(J) ;where g0(�) = (1 + ��)�1 PH2 ~f (11)is the solution associated to 	 = 0 through (5).Our working tool will be the constructive diagonalization procedure for Toeplitz operators [22]as applied to the following formulas obtained in [2]:M2(�) = (�(1 + ��)�2PH2 ~f; PH2 ~f )L2(T); (12)e0(�) = �(�+ 1) (M2)0(�) : (13)Di�erentiability is understood here in the strong sense: we saw that e(�) and M2(�) are smooth (even realanalytic) functions of � 2 (0;+1).The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 3, we recall the diagonalization procedurefrom [22] which exhibits an explicit unitary transformation between H2 and L2(0; 1) transforming a Toeplitzoperator into a multiplication operator. In Section 4, we apply this constructive spectral theory to formula(12) for a Sobolev class of functions f in order to get the asymptotic estimates of Theorem 4.3 for e	 andM	 as � approaches -1; their sharpness is discussed in Remark 4.4. Next, we consider in Section 5 the casewhere f is the trace on I of a meromorphic function, using the residue theorem to compute the e�ect of theconcrete diagonalization procedure on ~f .Finally, we restrict our attention in Section 6 to the interpolation problem, for which strongerasymptotics hold as derived in Subsection 6.1; pointwise convergence results are derived in Subsection 6.2,and a numerical example is shown in Section 7. Concluding remarks are made in Section 8.3 Concrete spectral theoryThe cornerstone of the present work is that formula (12) can be re-expressed using the spectral measure of�. More precisely, following the concrete spectral theory and the diagonalization procedure for self{adjointToeplitz operators of multiplicity 1 given in [22, ch.3], we see that � is unitarily equivalent to multiplicationMx by the independent variable x on L2([0; 1]; d�), where d�(x) = Cdx with C = sin a=�. In fact, thereexists a unitary transformation V : H2 ! L2([0; 1]; d�) such thatV �V �1 =Mx ; (14)which acts on Cauchy kernels k�(z) = 1=(1� ��z) as(V k�)(x) = [ x(�)(1� ��eia)1=2(1� ��e�ia)1=2]�1; (15)



where, for 0 < x < 1, we let  x be the unique outer function (cf. (1)) such that  x(0) > 0 andj xj2 = �x on I,1� x on J ,and where the principal branch of the square root, namely the one which is positive for positive arguments,is used in (15).We now generalize formula (15) as follows:THEOREM 3.1 For every h 2 L2(T) such that(1� e�i�eia)�1=2(1 � e�i�e�ia)�1=2 h(ei�) 2 L1(T) ; (16)we have that, for a.e. x 2 (0; 1),V (PH2 h)(x) = 12� ZT h(ei�) d� x(ei�) (1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 : (17)PROOF. First, let h be a trigonometric polynomial. Then h extends analytically across T, andby the Cauchy formula we get for r > 1:(PH2 h)(z) = 12� ZTh(r ei�) d�1� z e�i�r ; jzj < r :Thus, if we divide [0; 2�) into n intervals [�k; �k+1) of equal length, (PH2 h)(z) is equal for jzj � 1 to theuniform limit as n!1 of the following Riemann sum:12� n�1Xk=0 h(r ei�k )(�k+1 � �k)1� z e�i�kr :Since V : H2 ! L2([0; 1]; d�) is an isometry, V (PH2 h), when viewed as a function of x 2 [0; 1], is equal byformula (15) to the L2([0; 1]; d�) limit of12� n�1Xk=0h(r ei�k)(�k+1 � �k) �V kei�k=r� (x)= 12� n�1Xk=0 h(r ei�k) (�k+1 � �k) x(ei�k=r)(1� e�i�keia=r)1=2(1� e�i�ke�ia=r)1=2 :As the L2 limit is certainly equal to the pointwise limit when the latter exists and since  x is continuous onthe circle jzj = 1=r, for each r > 1 and x 2 (0; 1), we get by taking the limit of the above Riemann sum that(V (PH2 h)) (x) = 12� ZT h(r ei�) d� x(ei�=r)(1� e�i�eia=r)1=2(1 � e�i�e�ia=r)1=2 :Letting r ! 1 proves the theorem for trigonometric polynomials by dominated convergence since j xj isuniformly bounded away from zero in D for �xed x 2 (0; 1). When h is continuous, it is the uniform limit onTof a sequence of trigonometric polynomials; then the convergence holds both in L2 and under the integralsign in the right hand-side of (17) for �xed x 2 (0; 1), the use of dominated convergence being justi�ed by the



boundedness of 1=j xj in D and by hypothesis (16). This proves the result for continuous functions h. If h ismerely bounded, we can �nd a family of continuous functions converging boundedly pointwise a.e. to h byLusin's theorem and the Borel{Cantelli lemma [14, Lemma VIII.3.1]); by Lebesgue's dominated convergencetheorem, such a sequence tends to h in L2 and still the right hand-side of (17) is preserved in the limit, whichproves the result for bounded functions. Finally, under the hypotheses of the theorem, we approximate h bythe sequence of bounded functions �[0;n](jhj)h and appeal to dominated convergence again.Since functions h satisfying (16) are dense in L2(T), Theorem 3.1 gives a rather explicit descriptionof how V operates on a dense subspace of H2 comprising, say all continuous functions there, and this is allwe shall need to proceed with the estimates we have in mind for (BEP). Nevertheless, it is natural to askhow one computes V (PH2 h) for any h 2 L2(T). For this, he may approximate h in L2(T) by a sequence hnsatisfying (16), and the corresponding limit in the right-hand side of (17) will hold in L2([0; 1]; d�) althoughnot necessarily pointwise on x. In this respect, the de�nition of V is reminiscent of the Fourier transform ofa function H, which is de�ned pointwise asF(H)(y) = Z +1�1 H(�)e�iy� d�ifH 2 L1(R), and as the L2(R)-limit, when A! +1, ofF(H�[�A;A]) ifH 2 L2(R). This analogy is actuallyno accident, for there is an explicit link between V and F which lies at the heart of many computations inthe present paper. To state the result conveniently, let us introduce two functions:!I : (�a; a)! R; !I(�) = log 22� log 1� cos(� + a)1� cos(� � a) ; (18)!J : (a; 2� � a)! R; !J (�) = log 22� log 1� cos(� � a)1� cos(� + a) :Note that !I : I ! R and !J : J ! R are increasing di�eomorphisms since their derivatives are respectively!0I(�) = log 22� 2 sinacos � � cos a; !0J (�) = log22� 2 sinacos a� cos � : (19)Let us also �x the following notation, that will be in use throughout the paper:(x) = logx� log(1� x)2 log2 ; x 2 (0; 1): (20)THEOREM 3.2 To any measurable function h :T! C , associate two functions HI ;HJ : R!C by: HI(�) = h(ei�)2�!0I(�)(1 � e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 ; � = !�1I (�) ; (21)HJ (�) = h(ei�)2�!0J (�)(1 � e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 ; � = !�1J (�) : (22)Then HI;HJ 2 L2(R) if, and only if, h 2 L2(T), and in this caseV (PH2 h)(x) = 1px F(HI)(�(x)) � 1p1� x F(HJ )(�(x)) a:e: x 2 (0; 1): (23)



PROOF. By the chain rule, we get from (21), (22) thatZ +1�1 jHI(�)j2 d� = ZI jh(�)j24�2j(1� e�i�eia)(1� e�i�e�ia)j!0I(�) d�;Z +1�1 jHJ(�)j2 d� = ZJ jh(�)j24�2j(1� e�i�eia)(1� e�i�e�ia)j!0J(�) d�:If we take into account the identity:(1� e�i�eia)(1� e�i�e�ia) = 2e�i�(cos � � cos a);we see from (19) that khk2L2(T) is equal, up to a multiplicative constant, to kHIk2L2(R)+ kHJk2L2(R), therebyshowing that the former is �nite if, and only if, the latter is. In addition, this entails by density that itis enough to establish (23) when h satis�es (16). In this case, starting from (17), the result is obtained asfollows. Using the notation introduced in (20), we compute from the de�nition of an outer function withprescribed modulus given in (1) that x(ei�) = px�(x)(ei�) = px exp((x) log�(ei�)) ; a:e: on T;where � is the outer function such thatj�(ei�)j = � 1 a.e. on I,1=2 a.e. on J .Denote by ~!I , ~!J the argument of � on I, J , respectively. It coincides with !I on I, with !J on J . Indeed,for ei� 2 I, we have: ~!I(ei�) = � log 22� Im Z 2��aa eit + ei�eit � ei� dt :A direct computation gives~!I(ei�) = log2� log�eia ei� � e�iaei� � eia � = log22� log ����eia ei� � e�iaei� � eia ����2 = !I(ei�) ; ei� 2 I; (24)from the de�nition (18), the quantity eia (ei� � e�ia) = (ei� � eia) being real valued there. Similarly, we seethat ~!J = !J . Let us now rewrite  x in polar form: x(ei�) = ( px exp(i (x)!I (ei�)) ; a:e: on I ;p1� x exp(i (x)!J (ei�)) ; a:e: on J ; (25)If we set for simplicity H(�) = h(ei�)(1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 ; ei� 2 I ;then H 2 L1(I) by (16). FromV (PH2 �I h)(x) = 12� ZI h(ei�) x(ei�) d�x(1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 ; x 2 (0; 1);



together with (25), we obtainV (PH2 �I h)(x) = 12� ZI H(�) exp[i(x)!I (�)] d�px :Performing the change of variable � = !I(�) and the analogous calculation on J leads to (23).4 Approximation in a Sobolev classWe now return to the approximation problem (BEP) and we shall apply the results of the previous sectionto formula (12). For f 2 L2(I) and ~f as de�ned in (4), we letv = V PH2 ~f ; (26)where V was introduced in (14).PROPOSITION 4.1 Suppose that f satis�es(1� e�i�eia)�1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)�1=2 f(ei�) 2 L1(I) ; (27)and (1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 f(ei�) 2 W1;1(I) : (28)Then limx!1� v(x) log(1 � x) = 0: (29)PROOF. First, (27) and (28) imply that f 2 L2(I), since W1;1(I) � L1(I) andkfk2L2(I) � k(1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 fkL1(I)�k(1 � e�i�eia)�1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)�1=2 fkL1(I) :Thus ~f satis�es the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, and it follows from the latter and from the de�nition of  xthat v(x) = 12� ZI f(ei�) x(ei�) d�x(1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 ; x 2 (0; 1): (30)As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, settingF (�) = f(ei�)(1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 ; (31)it holds that F 2 L1(I) by (27) andv(x) = 12� ZI F (�) exp[i(x)!I(�)] d�px : (32)Again we let � = !I(�) and conclude thatv(x) = 1px F(G)(�(x)) ; (33)



where G(�) = F (�)2�!0I(�) ; � = !�1I (�) : (34)To unwind the de�nition of G, we observe that(1� e�i�eia)(1� e�i�e�ia) = 2e�i�(cos � � cos a);and we obtain from (34) in conjunction with (31) and (19) thatG (!I(�)) = f(ei�)(cos � � cos a)2(log 2)(sin a)(1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2= f(ei�)ei�(1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=24(log 2)(sin a) : (35)Now, by (34) and the chain rule, we haveZ +1�1 jG(�)j d� = ZI jF (�)j d� and Z +1�1 jG0(�)j d� = ZI�� dd�G (!I(�))�� d�:Consequently, we see from (31) and (35) that G belongs to W1;1(R) if, and only if, f satis�es (27) and(28). Moreover, since the Fourier transform converts di�erentiation into multiplication by the independentvariable, it follows from (33) that (x)pxv(x) = �F(G0)(�(x))and, in view of (20), we obtainj log(1� x) v(x)j ' 2 log2 jF(G0)(�(x))j ; as x! 1�;however, the Fourier transform of an L1(R) function is continuous on R and goes to 0 at �1 by theRiemann{Lebesgue lemma [23, thm 9.6], thereby establishing (29).Estimates for M (�) and e(�) will follow from Proposition 4.1 and the following lemma.LEMMA 4.2 There exist absolute constants �0 > 1, C1 > 0, and C2 > 0 such that, for anyincreasing function " : (0; 1=2)! R+, we have:Z 1=20 "(x) dx(1 + �x)2 log2 x � C1" �log3 �=��� log2 � + C2"(1=2)� log3 �as soon as � � �0.PROOF. If � is such that 1=� < � < 1=2; (36)then Z �0 "(x) dx(1 + �x)2 log2 x � ("(�)= log2 �) Z �0 dx(1 + �x)2 = �"(�)(1 + ��) log2 � ;also Z 1=2� "(x) dx(1 + �x)2 log2 x � sup��x�1=2�x"(x)=(1 + �x)2� Z 1=2� dxx log2 x � �"(1=2)(1 + ��)2 log 2 :



Taking � = log3 �=�, it is easily checked that we satisfy (36) as soon as, say � � 17, and then a shortcomputation shows that j log�j > log�=10. From this, the required estimate follows immediately by addingup the two inequalities above.We are now able to state and prove the main result of this section:THEOREM 4.3 If f satis�es (27) and (28), then as �&�1,M2	(�) = o�(�+ 1)�1 log�2(� + 1)� ; (37)while e	(�) = o�j log�1(1 + �)j�: (38)PROOF. Let again v = V PH2 ~f . From (14), it follows easily by a continuity argument that, forany continuous H : [0; 1]! R, one has(H(�)PH2 ~f ; PH2 ~f )L2(T) = C Z 10 H(t)jv(t)j2 dt :Therefore, we get from (12) that M2(�) = C Z 10 t(1 + �t)2 jv(t)j2 dt : (39)For � near to �1, the behaviour of the integrand near t = 1 dominates; to help us derive an estimate, weintroduce two auxiliary functions, namely%(y) = jv(1� y) log yj for 0 < y < 1; (40)and "(y) = sup0<x�y %2(x): (41)By (39), we can write M2(�) = C Z 10 t %2(1� t) dt(1 + �t)2 log2(1� t) : (42)Putting y = 1� t and � = �1 + 1=�, we obtainM2(�) = �2C Z 10 (1� y)%2(y) dy(1 + (�� 1)y)2 log2 y ; (43)thus a fortiori M2(�) � �2C2 Z 1=20 "(y) dy(1 + (� � 1)y)2 log2 y +O(1) as �&�1:We now apply Lemma 4.2 with " as in (41) and � replaced by �� 1. Recalling that �+ 1 = ��1, this yieldsM2(�) � C1 "�j1 + ��1j ��log3 j1 + ��1j���(��)(� + 1) log2 j1 + ��1j + C2 "(1=2)(��)(� + 1) ��log3 j1 + ��1j�� ; (44)



� C3 "�j1 + ��1j ��log3 j1 + ��1j���(�+ 1) log2(�+ 1) + C4 "(1=2)(�+ 1) ��log3(�+ 1)�� (45)for some absolute constants C3; C4 > 0, as soon as � + 1 < (�0 + 1)�1 with �0 as in Lemma 4.2.Now we turn our attention to the behaviour of e(�). Using (13) and di�erentiating (39) underthe integral sign, we get e0(�) = 2C(�+ 1) Z 10 t2(1 + �t)3 jv(t)j2 dtand, since e(�1) = 0, integrating by parts with respect to � while appealing to Fubini's theorem gives usafter a short computation:e(�) = Z ��1 e0(�) d� = C(� + 1)2 Z 10 t2(1 � t)(1 + �t)2 jv(t)j2 dt : (46)Using (40), this can be rewritten ase(�) = C(�+ 1)2 Z 10 t2 %2(1� t) dt(1 + �t)2(1� t) log2(1� t) : (47)To get an upper estimate, we restrict ourselves to �1 < � < 0 which is possible since � will tend to �1 fromabove, and we split the integral into R��0 and R 1�� that we evaluate separately.As to the �rst term, since 0 < (� + 1)=(1� t) � 1 for t � ��, we getC (� + 1)2 Z ��0 t2 %2(1� t) dt(1 + �t)2(1� t) log2(1� t)� C (� + 1) Z 10 t %2(1� t) dt(1 + �t)2 log2(1� t) = (� + 1)M2(�) ;where the last equality follows from (42).As to the second term, we observe that 0 � (� + 1)=(1 + �t) � 1 whence(�+ 1)2 Z 1�� t2 %2(1� t) dt(1 + �t)2(1� t) log2(1� t) � "(1 + �) Z 1�� dt(1� t) log2(1 � t) = "(� + 1)j log(�+ 1)jwhere the second inequality uses (41). Altogether, we have thate(�) � (� + 1)M2(�) + C "(� + 1)j log(�+ 1)j ; (48)and since "(y) ! 0 when y ! 0+ by Proposition 4.1, the estimates (45) and (48) establish the desired resultfor 	 = 0. The general case where 	 2 L2(J) now follows easily. Indeed, we get from (10) and the self-adjointness of � thatkg0 � g	k2L2(I) = (� + 1)2 �(1 + ��)�1 PH2 ~	; (1 + ��)�1PH2 ~	�L2(I)= (�+ 1)2 �(1 + ��)�2 PH2 ~	; PH2 ~	�L2(I) ;



whence kg0 � g	k2L2(I) = (� + 1)2 ��I (1 + ��)�2 PH2 ~	; PH2 ~	�L2(T) :Now, we can apply PH2 to the left argument of the above scalar product without changing its value, becausethe right argument lies in H2. Noting that PH2(�Iu) = (1� �)u whenever u 2 H2, this yieldskg0 � g	k2L2(I) = (� + 1)2 �(1� �) (1 + ��)�2PH2 ~	; PH2 ~	�L2(T) :Using the relation 1� � = (1 + ��)� (�+ 1)� ; (49)together with the obvious upper bound:k(1 + ��)�1k � 1=(�+ 1) for � 1 < � � 0 ; (50)it follows that kg0 � g	k2L2(I) = O(�+ 1) as �&�1:But the triangular inequality implies thate1=2	 (�) � e1=2(�) + kg0 � g	kL2(I) ;so by the previous part of the proofe1=2	 (�) = o� 1j log(1 + �)j1=2�+ O�(� + 1)1=2� = o� 1j log(1 + �)j1=2�when �&�1 as was to be shown. Also,M	(�) �M (�) + kg0 � g	kL2(J) = M (�) + k(� + 1) (1 + ��)�1 PH2 ~	kL2(J) ;and by (50) the last term in the right hand-side remains bounded when �&�1. Therefore the estimate forM (�) remains valid for M	(�) and the proof is complete.REMARK 4.4 A discussion of the sharpness of these estimates is appropriate at this point.When speaking of the sharpness of (37) and (38), we mean that whenever "1 and "2 are positive functionssuch that "1(�) = o�(� + 1)�1 log�2(� + 1)� and "2(�) = o�j log�1(1 + �)j� as �&�1;then there exists f satisfying (27) and (28) such that M2	(�) � "1(�) and e	(�) � "2(�) as soon as �+ 1 issmall enough. By the estimates given at the end of the previous proof, the actual choice of 	 is irrelevantin this de�nition of sharpness; hence we consider 	 = 0 only.Observe, since " is decreasing, that for � � 5Z 10 (1� y)"(y) dy(1 + (�� 1)y)2 log2 y � (1� 2=(�� 1))"(1=(� � 1))log2(�� 1) Z 2=(��1)1=(��1) dy(1 + (� � 1)y)2



� "(1=�)12(�� 1) log2(� � 1) ; (51)and Z 10 (1� y)"(y) dy(1 + (�� 1)y)2y log2 y � "(1=�2)(1 + (�� 1)=�)2 Z 1=�1=�2 dyy log2 y � "(1=�2)8 log� : (52)If % de�ned in (40) happens to be increasing near 0 so that "(y) = %2(y) for y small enough, then (43) and(51) will imply M2(�) � c1 "(� + 1)(�+ 1) log2(�+ 1) ; (53)for some absolute constant c1 > 0 as soon as � + 1 = ��1 is small enough; analogously, we get in this casefrom (47) and (52) that e(�) � c2 "((� + 1)2)j log(�+ 1)j (54)for some absolute c2 > 0 as soon as �+ 1 is small enough. The lower estimates (53) and (54) will establishthe sharpness of the upper bounds (37) and (38) if we can show that f may be chosen to satisfy (27) and(28) in such a way that %2(1 � x) = j log(1 � x) v(x)j2 converges to zero arbitrarily slowly as x ! 1 and inaddition monotonically for x0 < x < 1 and some x0 > 0.We claim that this is possible. Indeed, we already observed when f and G are related by (31)and (34) that (27) and (28) together are equivalent to the condition G 2 W1;1(R). Therefore it is enoughto prove that jF(G0)j can tend to zero arbitrarily slowly at in�nity and in a monotonic way there. Now,the Riemann{Lebesgue lemma is known to be sharp, in that every continuous even function � on R that isconvex on (0;1) and decreasing monotonically to zero, is the Fourier transform of a function in L1(R) (see,for example, [25, thm.124]). Note for later use that � is then absolutely continuous with bounded derivative.Since only the behaviour near in�nity is of interest here, we may suppose that � is linear on [0; 1]. By addingto � a continuous piecewise linear even function of compact support, whose inverse Fourier transform willlie in L1(R), we may obtain a function �0 such that:(i) �0(y) = 0 on some neighborhood of 0,(ii) �0(y) = �(y) for jyj su�ciently large,(iii) the inverse Fourier transform of �0, say G1 lies in L1(R),(iv) �0 is bounded and absolutely continuous with bounded derivative on R.Let G 2 L2(R) be the function whose Fourier transform is �0(y)=y. It certainly exists since �0(y)=y 2 L2(R)by (i) and (iv). Taking the derivative in the sense of distributions, we get F(G0)(y) = i�0(y), which impliesthat in fact G0 = iG1 lies in L1(R). SinceF(�itG(t))(y) = ddy (�0(y)=y) 2 L2(R)(because �0 and �00 are bounded), we have tG(t) 2 L2(R). Writing S = Rn [�1; 1], we havekG(t)kL1(S) � ktG(t)kL2(S)kt�1kL2(S) <1 ;by the Cauchy{Schwarz inequality, hence G 2 L1(R) since G is continuous. Altogether G 2 W1;1(R) andjF(G0)(y)j = �(y) when jyj is large enough. Finally, since any positive continuous function [0;1) ! R+



tending to zero at in�nity is majorized by a convex continuous function decreasing to zero (a piecewise linearone is easily constructed), we can assume that �(y) goes to zero arbitrarily slowly at in�nity which provesthe claim. Thus (37) and (38) are, indeed, sharp.Following on from Theorem 4.3 and the previous discussion, we can eliminate the parameter �between (37) and (38) and obtain in (BEP) an upper bound for M	 in terms of e	 which is sharp withrespect to the considered class of functions.COROLLARY 4.5 If in (BEP) f satis�es the assumptions of Theorem 4.3, then to each K1 > 0there is K2 = K2(f) > 0 such that M2	 � K2 e2	 expfK1e�1	 g : (55)In the above statement, the factor e�1	 in the exponent cannot be replaced by h(e	) for any function h : R+!R+ such that h(x) = o(1=x) as x& 0.PROOF. By the estimates at the end of Theorem 4.3 and Remark 4.4, we may assume withoutloss of generality that 	 = 0. The relation e! 0 being equivalent to �&�1, it follows from (37) and (38)that M2(�) � K1(�+ 1) log2(�+ 1) ; (56)and e � K1j log(� + 1)j (57)as soon as e is small enough. If we set for simplicity E = 1=j log(� + 1)j, we can rewrite (56) as M2 �K1E2 exp 1=E and (57) as e=K1 � E. However, for su�ciently small x > 0 the function x 7! x2 exp 1=x isdecreasing, and hence for su�ciently small E > 0 we haveM2 � K�11 e2 expfK1=eg: (58)Since (58) is valid for all e small enough and M decreases as e increases, we may adjust K2 so that (55)holds for all e.To show that the exponent e�1 cannot be replaced by some o(1=e), suppose on the contrary thatwhenever f satis�es (27) and (28), then to then to each K1 > 0 there is K2 = K2(f) > 0 such thatM2 � K2 e2 expfK1�(e)=eg (59)for some function � : R+! R+ such that limx!0+ �(x) = 0. We may assume that �(x) � x2 and also that �is increasing upon replacing it by sup0<y�x �(y). By the sharpness of (38) discussed in Remark 4.4, we maychoose f such that �1=2(j log�1(1 + �)j)j log(1 + �)j < e(�) < 1j log(1 + �)j (60)as soon as � is close enough to �1; in addition we may ensure that the associated function % de�ned in (40)in monotonic near 0. Now, by the monotonicity of � we have that �(e) � �(j log�1(1 + �)j), and insertingthe above majorizations in (59) yieldsM2 � K2 expfK1�1=2(j log�1(1 + �)j) j log(1 + �)jglog2(1 + �)



= K2(1 + �)K1�1=2(j log�1(1+�)j) log2(1 + �)as soon as � is close enough to �1. In view of (53) which is valid when �&�1 by the monotonicity of %(y)for small y, we deduce that "(� + 1) � K2c1 (1 + �)1�K1�1=2(j log�1(1+�)j)hence "(� + 1) = o((� + 1)�) for every � < 1 as � ! �1. Comparing this with (48) and (37) we see thate = o(log�2(� + 1)), but since �(x) � x2 we also get from (60) that log�2(� + 1) < e, a contradiction thatcompletes the proof.If f is actually smoother than stated in Theorem 4.3, the estimate (55) can be improved. Forexample, one has the following result:COROLLARY 4.6 Suppose that f satis�es (27) and moreover that(1� e�i�eia)3=2(1� e�i�e�ia)3=2 f(ei�) 2 W2;1(I) : (61)Then to each constant K3 > 0 there is K4 = K4(f) > 0 such thatM2	 � K4 e3=2	 exppK3=e	 : (62)PROOF. It is easy to check that (27) and (61) together imply that G de�ned in (34) lies inW2;1(R). Thus v(x) is o(�2(x)) by (33), and therefore "(y) de�ned in (41) is o(j log�1(�+ 1)j). From (45)and (48) we now see that (37) and (38) sharpen toM2	(�) = o((� + 1)�1j log�3(� + 1)j) ;e	(�) = o(log�2(1 + �));and from that point the proof follows a course similar to that of Corollary 4.5.A numerical illustration of the estimates given by Theorem 4.3 is provided in Section 7.5 Approximation of traces of meromorphic functionsRoughly speaking, we found in the previous section that the smoother f on I, the slower the increase ofM	 as e	 goes to zero. It is natural to ask whether these estimates can be further improved if f extendssmoothly in two dimensions, in particular when it is analytic in some annulus containing T. In this section,we shall consider the case where f is of the form h=qN , where h 2 H2 and qN is a polynomial of degree Nhaving all its roots in D . This is especially interesting from the point of view of applications, since many f inpractice would be represented as trigonometric polynomials. We begin with an improvement of Proposition4.1 when f is rational.PROPOSITION 5.1 Assume that f is the trace on I of a rational function pN�1=qN wherepN�1 and qN are algebraic polynomials of degree N � 1 and N respectively, and where the zeros �1; � � � ; �Nof qN lie in some compact subset K � D . Then, v being as in (26), it holds thatv(x)N (1� x)1=2 = O(1) as x! 1�; (63)



where the O(1) holds uniformly with respect to the �j 2 K.PROOF. We get from (24) and (32) thatpxv(x) = 12i� ZI f(�)(� � eia)1=2(� � e�ia)1=2 exp�i(x) log 2� log�eia � � e�ia� � eia �� d�;which is understood as a line integral on I � Toriented in the counterclockwise direction. PutHx(�) = exp�i(x) log 2� log�eia � � e�ia� � eia ��and B(�) = f(�)(� � eia)1=2(� � e�ia)1=2 :With the notation of Section 3, it holds that Hx(�) =  x(�)=px, B(ei�) = e�i�F (�). The function Hx isanalytic and bounded in C n I while B is meromorphic in C n I with poles �1; � � � ; �N in D , and vanishes withorder 2 at in�nity. By Cauchy's theorem, it holds that0 = 12i� ZTHx(�)B(�) d� = NXj=1Res�j (HxB) + 12i� ZI �H+x (�)B+(�)�H�x (�)B�(�)� d�;where the symbol Res�j indicates the residue at �j and the subscript � indicates the determination of afunction on the positive or negative side of the oriented cut I. As it is easily checked thatH�x (�) = exp (2(x) log 2) H+x (�); while B�(�) = �B+(�);and since by de�nition pxv(x) = 12i� ZI H+x (�)B+(�) d�;we deduce by taking into account the de�nition of (x) thatv(x) = �1 � xx NXj=1Res�j (HxB):Observe that the argument of eia(�j � e�ia)(�j � eia)�1 lies within (0;��), uniformly with respect to�j 2 K � D . Using this, one checks that each residue is bounded up to some multiplicative constant by itsmultiplicity times px=(1� x) (this is straightforward for simple poles, and multiple poles can be handledby an easy limiting argument). The result now follows.We now derive the analogue of Theorem 4.3.THEOREM 5.2 If f is of the form h=qN with h 2 H2 and qN a polynomial of degree N whoseroots all lie in D at a distance d > 0 from T. Then, as �&�1, we have thatM2	(�) = O�N2 j log(� + 1)j� ; (64)and e	(�) = O�N2(1 + �)�; (65)



where the symbols O hold uniformly with respect to d and kfkL2(T).PROOF. By division, we can write f = u + pN�1=qN with u 2 H2 and pN�1 a polynomialof degree N � 1. The H2 norm of u is uniformly majorized with d and kfkL2(T), so u will play no rolein the asymptotic behaviour of M (�) and e(�), and we may as well assume that f = pN�1=qN and applyProposition 5.1. A straightforward majorization of (39) and (46) using (63) gives us the result.COROLLARY 5.3 If f is of the form h=qN with h 2 H2 and qN a polynomial of degree Nwhose roots all lie in D at a distance d > 0 from T. ThenM2	 = O �N2 j log e	j� ; (66)and the symbol O holds uniformly with respect to kfkL2(T) and d, the estimate being sharp in the consideredclass of functions.PROOF. The uniform estimate follows from (64) and (65). It is sharp because when f is apolynomial of degree N in 1=z, the proof of Proposition 5.1 yields a sharp estimate.6 InterpolationWhen f 2 H2jI and 	 = 0, the set of all solutions to (BEP) as M ranges from kPH2 ~fkL2(J) to kfkL2(J)de�nes via equation (11) a family of functions g0(�) indexed by � 2 (�1; 0). In [6], it was shown to coincidewith the family of Carleman-type interpolants studied in [21] and described also in [3, 20]. It is remarkable,by the way, that the latter has the extremal property of solving for (BEP) whereas it was originally builtfor recovery purposes rather than those of approximation. In this section, the singular Cauchy integralsexpressing Carleman interpolants will team up with our functional-analytic approach to (BEP) to producenew information on the convergence of this classical interpolation scheme.We shall consistently assume that f 2 H2jI n f0g; thus it extends uniquely to some nonzero H2-function de�ned on the whole ofTthat, with a slight abuse of notation, we shall still denote by f . Moreover,since we only consider the case where  = 0 in (BEP), we shall set for simplicity g� = g0(�) and this willsimplify the notation into g�(z) or g�(eit) when evaluating this function at z 2 D or at eit 2T. Now, using(6) and (49), formula (11) becomes g� = f � (�+ 1) (1 + ��)�1 � f : (67)This expression for the solution to (BEP) when 	 = 0 and f 2 H2jI , combined with the concrete spectraltheory of Section 3, will be the key to the forthcoming analysis.As � decreases to �1, the error e(�) = kf � g�k2L2(I) of the interpolation problem decreases tozero like in every instance of (BEP). However, the decay will turn out here to be considerably faster thanit was for the approximation problem studied in Section 4. In addition, as pointed out in the introductionalready, peculiar to the interpolation problem is the fact that kf �g�kL2(T) itself goes to zero when �!�1,and we will estimate the corresponding error rate when f lies in a Sobolev class before giving, as corollaries,pointwise convergence results.



6.1 Estimates of the L2 decay ratesThe following estimate shows that the convergence of e(�) to 0 when �!�1 is much faster if f 2 H2jI thanthe error rate (38), although we know the latter is sharp with respect to the approximation problem in aSobolev class by Remark 4.4.PROPOSITION 6.1 If f 2 H2jI then, as �& �1,e(�) = O(1 + �):PROOF.e(�) = (� + 1)2 k(1 + ��)�1 � fk2L2(I) = (�+ 1)2 ((1 + ��)�2 (1� �)�2 f; f)L2(T) :Using again (49), we gete(�) = (� + 1)2 �((1 + ��)�1 �2 f; f)L2(T)� (� + 1) ((1 + ��)�2 �3 f; f)L2(T)�� (�+ 1) kfk2L2(T) ;from (50). In contrast to Proposition 6.1 that provides an easy majorization of e(�) = kf � g�k2L2(I), theconvergence of kf � g�kL2(J) to zero cannot be quanti�ed in general, unless f assumes more smoothnessthan just being in H2. In a vein similar to that of Theorem 4.3, we now derive estimates for this quantitywhen f belongs to a Sobolev class on I. This hypothesis will also improve the convergence rate we just gavefor e(�). THEOREM 6.2 If f is the restriction to I of an H2 function (still denoted by f) such that(1� e�i�eia)�1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)�1=2 f(ei�) 2 L1(T) ;and (1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 f(ei�) 2 W1;1(T) ;then as �&�1, kf � g�k2L2(J) = o(j log(� + 1)j�1) ;while e(�) = o((� + 1)j log(� + 1)j�1) : (68)PROOF. From (11) and (67):kf � g�k2L2(J) = (� + 1)2 (�3 (1 + ��)�2f; f)L2(T)= C (� + 1)2 Z 10 t3(1 + �t)2 jv0(t)j2 dt ; (69)where, this time, v0 = V f . Theorem 3.1 then gives:v0(x) = 12� ZT f(ei�) d� x(ei�)(1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2



= v(x) + 12� ZJ f(ei�) x(ei�) d�(1� x)(1� e�i�eia)1=2(1� e�i�e�ia)1=2 :for the function v de�ned by (30). Following (25), it holds thatv0(x) = v(x) + 12� ZJ F (�) exp[i(x)!I (�)] d�p1� x ; (70)where F and !I are now de�ned on the whole [0; 2�) by (31) and (18). Moreover (19) is still valid for !Ion a � � < 2� � a and therefore !I is still monotone (but this time decreasing) (a; 2� � a) ! (�1;1).The remainder of this proof now goes as that of Proposition 4.1 by expressing v0� v in terms of the Fouriertransform of some W1;1(R) function. We thus getjv0(x)j = o� 1p1� xj log(1� x)j� as x! 1: (71)Putting this in (69) and since we are mainly interested by the behaviour of this quantity for � near to �1where the behaviour of the integrand near t = 1 still dominates, there existsa positive increasing function " ; with limx!0+ "(x) = 0 ; (72)such that: kf � g�k2L2(J) � (� + 1)2 "Z 11=2 t3 "(1� t) dt(1 + �t)2(1� t) log2(1� t) +O(1)# : (73)Hence, from the computations above (48), we getkf � g�k2L2(J) = o(j log(�+ 1)j�1) : (74)Also, from (12), we get thatkfk2L2(J) �M2(�) = C (�+ 1) Z 10 t2 (2 + (�� 1)t)(1 + �t)2 jv0(t)j2 dt� C (�+ 1) Z 11=2 t2 "(1 � t) (2 + (�� 1)t) dt(1 + �t)2 (1� t) log2(1� t) +O(� + 1) :Moreover, writing 2 + (� � 1)t = 2(1� t) + (�+ 1)t,(�+ 1) Z 11=2 t2 "(1� t) (2 + (� � 1)t) dt(1 + �t)2 (1� t) log2(1� t)= (�+ 1) Z 11=2 t2 "(1 � t) dt(1 + �t)2 log2(1� t) + (�+ 1)2 Z 11=2 t3 "(1� t) dt(1 + �t)2 (1� t) log2(1� t) :The �rst integral above is bounded by the one appearing in (42), which is itself, as in (43), dominated byo((�+ 1)�1 log�2(� + 1)); the second integral coincides with the one involved in (73) whence, from (74),kfk2L2(J) �M2(�) = o(j log(� + 1)j�1) :



Now, concerning e(�), we get from (13) thate(�) = �[(� + 1)M2(� )]��1 � Z ��1M2(� )d� ;and, in view of the above bound,e(�) = o((� + 1) j log(�+ 1)j�1) + Z ��1 d�log(� + 1) = o((� + 1) j log(� + 1)j�1) :REMARK 6.3 Note that some further links can be derived between v0 = V f and v whenf 2 H2. Indeed, v = V PH2 ~f = V (1� �)f and, using property (14) of the isometry V , v(t) = (1 � t)v0(t),in this case. Recalling (71), this improves Proposition 4.1 whenever f 2 H2:jv(x)j = o� p1� xj log(1� x)j� as x! 1:As a consequence of the estimate (68) in Theorem 6.2, we get a lower-bound for kf � g�kL2(J) showingthat, for the interpolation problem with smooth data, the error on J has to be signi�cantly bigger than thesquared error on I.COROLLARY 6.4 If f satis�es the assumptions of Theorem 6.2, thene(�)kf � g�kL2(J) = o(j log(�+ 1)j�1) as�&�1:PROOF. We have thatkf � g�kL2(J) � k�(f � g�)kL2(T) = (�+ 1) k(1 + ��)�1 �2 fkL2(T) ;from (67), whence, for �1 < � � 0,kf � g�kL2(J) � �+ 1k1 + ��kk�2 fkL2(T) � (� + 1)k�2 fkL2(T) :Moreover, we get from (68) that e(�)�+ 1 = o(j log(� + 1)j�1) as �&�1;and combining the above two inequalities completes the proof.6.2 Pointwise convergenceConcerning pointwise convergence of sequences of H2 interpolants, it is of great interest to make use ofProposition 6.1 in order to get such results on the boundary T, at least almost everywhere. Indeed, toour knowledge, it was only known up to now that pointwise convergence for such sequences holds locallyuniformly in D , from Goluzin and Krylov's Theorem, see [20, 21].The result about convergence on I is simple, and we begin with this. Recall that, by convention,I is an open arc.



THEOREM 6.5 If f 2 H2jI , then g�(ei�) ! f(ei�) uniformly on compact subsets of I, as�!�1. PROOF. It is simplest to use the equivalent expression of g� in terms of a Carleman-type integralformula, that links our family of approximants to the sequences of interpolants given in [21]. Indeed, we getfrom [6] that: g�(z) = ĝ�(z) = 12 i � ZT�'(�)'(z)�� (�If)(�) d�� � z ; 8z 2 D ; (75)or equivalently that: g� = ĝ� = 1'� PH2 ('� (�If)) ;where ' is the outer \quenching" function of modulus equal to % > 1 on I and to 1 on J :'(z) = exp � log %2� ZI eit + zeit � z dt� ; z 2 D ;and where � = � log(� + 1)2 log% ; or � = �1 + %�2� : (76)Thus f(z) � g�(z) = 12 i � ZJ �'(�)'(z)�� f(�) d�� � z ; 8z 2 D ;and by continuity this extends to all z in I. Uniform convergence to zero on compact subsets K of I followsimmediately given that j'(�)='(z)j = 1=% < 1 for all � 2 J and z 2 K, and that j��zj is uniformly boundedaway from zero.Pointwise convergence to f of the sequence (ĝn), as de�ned in (75) with � = n, also holds almosteverywhere on J , and thus on T, under some smoothness assumptions:THEOREM 6.6 If f is the restriction to I of an H2 function whose derivative is absolutely con-tinuous on T, then the sequence (ĝn) of Goluzin{Krylov approximants to f converges to f almost everywhereon J .Thus, combining this with Theorem 6.5, we see that if f is the trace on some subarc I � T of positivemeasure of an H2 function whose derivative is absolutely continuous on Tthen, almost everywhere on T, fis the pointwise limit of its sequence of H2 approximants (ĝn).The proof of this result requires the following improvement of Theorem 6.2.PROPOSITION 6.7 If f is the restriction to I of an H2 function whose derivative is absolutelycontinuous on T, then, as �&�1, kf � g�k2L2(J) = o(j log�3(� + 1)j) ;or, equivalently, kf � ĝ�k2L2(J) = o(��3) :PROOF. Consider the expression (70) of v0. Recalling (33), we get thatj2(x)pxv(x)j = jF(G00)(�(x))j ;



while we analogously get from (70), by taking this time the variable � = !(�) with a � � < 2� � a,j2(x)p1� x(v � v0)(x)j = jF(G00)(�(x))j :Using the Riemann{Lebesgue lemma here also implies that, if G00 2 L1(R), thenjv(x)j = o� 1log2(1� x)� as x! 1;jv0(x)j = o� 1p1� x log2(1� x)� as x! 1: (77)Now, the assumption that f 00 2 L1(T) actually implies that G00 2 L1(R), as can be seen from (35).Putting (77) into (69) implies:kf � g�k2L2(J) = (�+ 1)2 Z 10 t3 "(1� t) dt(1 + �t)2(1� t) log4(1� t)� (�+ 1)2 "Z 11=2 t3 "(1 � t) dt(1 + �t)2(1� t) log4(1� t) + O(1)# :for " satisfying (72). Straightforward computations similar to the ones below (73) provide the desiredestimate.PROOF OF THEOREM 6.6. For each � > 0, de�neEn;� = feit 2 J : jĝn(eit)� f(eit)j � �g:Let ` denote Lebesgue measure on T. By Chebyshev's inequality, using Proposition 6.7, there is an absoluteconstant C, depending only on f , such that `(En;�) � C�2=n3:Thus P1n=1 `(En;�) < 1, and so, by the Borel{Cantelli lemma (see e.g. [14, Lemma VIII.3.1]), for each� > 0 almost every eit 2 J belongs to at most �nitely many sets En;�. The result now follows on taking acountable sequence (�k) tending to zero.7 Numerical resultsFigures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate the results of Theorem 4.3. In this example, the function f to be approximatedhas been built by classical interpolation procedure (splines) from pointwise experimental data provided bythe French National Space Agency (CNES, Toulouse). These data correspond (through some conformalmap) to reection responses of a hyperfrequency �lter, which will be part of on board devices (input /outputmultiplexors) for telecommunication satellites. From those data, the engineers want to robustly recover anH2 (in fact, rational) function. The deep links between approximation by analytic functions and harmonicidenti�cation are discussed in [2, 8, 16, 20], among others, and the application to �lter synthesis is moreprecisely handled in [4]. It is perhaps worth noticing that, although the function is to be approximated
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–1 –0.998 –0.996 –0.994 –0.992 –0.99Figure 3: e(�) logM (�)in H2, the given pointwise values do not coincide with those of an H2 function in general, since they areprovided by experimental devices and thus carry measurement errors.We had here at our disposal 801 pointwise values in a high-frequency bandwidth, from whichwe computed 801 Fourier coe�cients of some function f 2 L2(I), with I = (e�i�=2; ei�=2). A number ofapproximants g� to f have been computed by a software package called Hyperion, developed at INRIA(Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et Automatique), for various values of � near -1, togetherwith the associated quantities e(�) and M (�).The behaviour of � log(1 + �)e(�), (1 + �) log2(1 + �)M (�), and e(�) logM (�) with respect to �near -1 are plotted in Figures 1, 2, and 3.8 ConclusionThe estimates of Theorem 4.3 considerably improve the ones that were established in [5]. We recall that, inthis work, it was shown if f 2 W1;2(I) that, as � approaches -1,e(�) � O� log(logM (�))logM (�) � :This could in fact be improved, using unpublished results in [9] on the decay of the Hardy-Sobolev norm asa function of the L2-norm on I �T, to the e�ect that, in this case: e(�) � O(1= logM (�)). But if f belongsto W1;2(I), then it is easy to see that it satis�es the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, and we now see from thattheorem, under even weaker assumptions on f , that the following stronger estimate holds:e(�) � o� 1logM (�)� :This estimate sould be further held in contrast with Corollary 5.3 that shows a dramatic increase in thespeed of approximation when f is meromorphic in D .



Concerning the estimates of Theorem 6.2 for interpolating sequences, they imply that wheneverf 2 H2jI , f 0 2 L1(T), if we set eJ (�) = kf � g�k2L2(J) ;then the convergence rates on I and J are linked byeJ (�) � o� 1j log e(�)j� ;as � approaches -1, although, as a consequence of [10], we obtained only the following pessimistic inequality1eJ (�) � O� log(j log e(�)j)j log e(�)j � :A nice consequence of such estimates is that they seem to provide stability / instability properties for classesof 2D inverse problems arising in nondestructive control. This is already under study, while the basis of thestrong and constructive links between 2D Laplace inverse problems and approximation in Hardy spaces fromband-limited data is provided in [7, 12], whereas stability properties are discussed in [1], for example.Let us �nally mention another issue we have in mind that seems particularly relevant when usingbounded extremal problems to express identi�cation issues, either for transfer functions of linear dynamicalsystems or for solutions of inverse problems. It comes in cases where it is a priori known, for some physicalreasons, that the function f to be approximated on I does \almost" belong to H2, more precisely whenf = h + �, say, with h 2 H2jI and � 2 L2(I) n H2jI , k�kL2(I) small. If we call, as usual, g� the solution inH2 of the bounded extremal problems associated to h+ �, we wonder if there exists a value of � > �1 thatminimizes kf � g�kL2(T). It is easily seen that for � = 0, this quantity goes to an in�mum, equal to 0, as� ! �1, and that the same thing occurs for f = 0, as � ! 1. However, this remains unsolved for � 6= 0and f 6= 0, although the L2 representation of H2 functions used in the present work may be of some use.References[1] G. Alessandrini. Examples of instability in inverse boundary-value problems. Inverse Problems, 13:887{897, 1997.[2] D. Alpay, L. Baratchart, and J. Leblond. Some extremal problems linked with identi�cation frompartial frequency data. In J.L. Lions, R.F. Curtain, A. Bensoussan, editors, 10th conference on analysisand optimization of systems, Sophia{Antipolis 1992, Lect. Notes in Control and Information Sci. (185),563{573, Springer-Verlag, 1993.[3] L. Aizenberg. Carleman's formulas in complex analysis. Kluwer, 1993.[4] L. Baratchart, J. Grimm, J. Leblond, M. Olivi, F. Seyfert, and F. Wielonsky. Identi�cation d'un �ltrehyperfr�equences par approximation dans le domaine complexe. INRIA technical report, no. 219, 1998.[5] L. Baratchart and J. Leblond. Identi�cation harmonique et trace des classes de Hardy sur un arcde cercle. In Actes du Colloque en l'honneur du 60e anniversaire du professeur Jean C�ea, Sophia{Antipolis, avril 1992, pages 17{29. C�epadu�es{Editions, 1993.1Though this also might be improved using [9] to: eJ (�) � O(1=j log e(�)j).
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